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Abstract

Here, we describe a one-step, in vivo CRISPR/Cas9 nuclease-
mediated strategy to generate knock-in mice. We produced knock-
in (KI) mice wherein a 1.9-kb DNA fragment bearing a pre-arranged
human B-cell receptor heavy chain was recombined into the native
murine immunoglobulin locus. Our methodology relies on Cas9
nuclease-induced double-stranded breaks directed by two sgRNAs
to occur within the specific target locus of fertilized oocytes. These
double-stranded breaks are subsequently repaired via homology-
directed repair by a plasmid-borne template containing the pre-
arranged human immunoglobulin heavy chain. To validate our
knock-in mouse model, we examined the expression of the KI
immunoglobulin heavy chains by following B-cell development and
performing single B-cell receptor sequencing. We optimized this
strategy to generate immunoglobulin KI mice in a short amount of
time with a high frequency of homologous recombination (30–
50%). In the future, we envision that such knock-in mice will
provide much needed vaccination models to evaluate immuno-
responses against immunogens specific for various infectious
diseases.
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Introduction

B lymphocytes are central to humoral immunity because of their

ability to produce antibodies in response to infection and immuniza-

tion. Antibodies not only confer protection from infections, but also

represent the basis of most of the currently licensed human

vaccines. Despite the great importance of antibodies for public

health, the precise molecular mechanisms that drive their speci-

ficity, affinity, class switching, and durability are still under investi-

gation. A more detailed understanding of the cellular and molecular

mechanisms that drive B-cell function is critical for the development

of treatments for B-cell dyscrasias and autoimmune diseases, and

for the advancement of next-generation vaccines, particularly

against challenging targets such as influenza and HIV (Pappas et al,

2014; Dosenovic et al, 2015; Jardine et al, 2015; Sanders et al, 2015;

Briney et al, 2016; Escolano et al, 2016; Joyce et al, 2016;

Kallewaard et al, 2016; Lee et al, 2016; Tian et al, 2016).

Antigen binding to pre-clustered B-cell receptors (BCRs) on the

B-cell membrane triggers a complex signaling cascade leading to B-

cell activation. This includes extensive reorganization of the actin

cytoskeleton, which is involved in BCR signaling-induced Ca2+ flux

(Lanzavecchia, 1985; Wienands et al, 1996; Aman & Ravichandran,

2000; Batista & Neuberger, 2000; Hao & August, 2005; Lillemeier

et al, 2006; Pierce & Liu, 2010; Treanor et al, 2010, 2011; Yang &

Reth, 2010; Mattila et al, 2013; Tolar & Spillane, 2014; Spillane &

Tolar, 2017). These events are followed by antigen internalization

and endosomal trafficking, both of which are pre-requisites for anti-

gen presentation to T cells, which drives the development of naı̈ve

B cells to germinal centers (GC) and differentiation into long-lived

memory B cells (MBCs) and plasma cells (PCs) (Dal Porto et al,

2002; Shih et al, 2002; Okada et al, 2005; O’Connor et al, 2006;

Paus et al, 2006; Qi et al, 2008; Gatto et al, 2009; Pereira et al,

2009; Schwickert et al, 2011; Taylor et al, 2012).

In the past, mouse models expressing pre-arranged BCRs having

defined specificity for particular model antigens have proven to be

extremely valuable in studying different aspects of B-cell function.

This was initially accomplished by expressing BCRs at non-native

loci. Indeed, the studies of such mice have been extremely valuable

in advancing our knowledge of concepts such as B-cell tolerance
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and allelic exclusion (Goodnow et al, 1988, 1989). More recently,

knock-in (KI) mouse models expressing pre-arranged BCRs at their

native loci have been generated (Verkoczy et al, 2017). These

animal models have been instrumental in furthering our under-

standing of fundamental B-cell attributes such as negative selection,

receptor editing, anergy, class switch recombination, and somatic

hypermutation, which were not possible to study when BCRs were

recombined at random sites in the genome (Taki et al, 1993;

Pelanda et al, 1997). However, all the BCR KI models described thus

far have been generated by using gene modification in embryonic

stem (ES) cells or by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) (Dougan

et al, 2012). A major drawback of these methods is the long time

required to generate a BCR KI mouse or highly specialized technical

skills and equipment needed in the case of SCNT. The ES gene

modification approach not only requires the generation of correct ES

clones, but also all of the founder mice produced by this method are

chimeras. These chimeric founders require further crossing for the

complete germline transmission of insertions or deletions in order to

obtain a stable line.

To alleviate this hurdle, we have developed a rapid one-step

CRISPR/Cas9 nuclease-mediated KI strategy. In this method, Cas9

nuclease is directed by two guide RNAs to introduce double-

stranded breaks within specific regions of the native murine

immunoglobulin heavy chain locus of fertilized oocytes. Subse-

quently, large DNA fragments comprising pre-arranged

immunoglobulin heavy (IgH) chains serve as templates for HDR

giving rise to BCR KI mice within a matter of weeks rather than

months. While the CRISPR/Cas9 technology is routinely used to

generate mice bearing gene deletions and targeted insertions of

short DNA fragments, our method allows for the rapid and reliable

generation of KI mice with large DNA insertions, which was hitherto

considered a challenge (Verkoczy et al, 2017). Using our methodol-

ogy, we have generated and validated two such human IgH KI

mouse models, which we report here. These KI mouse models

express Ig V(D)J sequences encoding predicted germline sequences

of HIV-1 broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) specific for the

HIV-1 envelope V3 loop and surrounding spike glycans, PGT121,

and BG18 (Julien et al, 2013; Freund et al, 2017). We envision that

KI mouse models bearing specific immunoglobulin heavy or light

chains will be valuable tools in testing the efficacy of particular

immunogens in eliciting desired immune responses. As such, they

offer the potential to drive vaccine development against HIV and

other infectious diseases.

Results

One-step CRISPR generation of KI mice expressing human
heavy chain

Our goal was to generate KI mice in a rapid and reproducible

manner. To this end, we designed a strategy that relies on Cas9

nuclease to introduce double-stranded breaks specifically at the

D4-J4 region of the native IgH locus of fertilized oocytes (Fig 1A).

The introduction of double-stranded DNA breaks can be repaired by

either NHEJ or HDR (Maruyama et al, 2015). To drive integration of

PGT121 via HDR in addition to the concomitant deletion of the

native, murine D-J region, we introduced double-stranded breaks

using not one, but two sgRNAs. As the substrate of homologous

repair, we generated a donor plasmid bearing 50 (3.9 kb) and 30

(2.6 kb) homology arms, a mouse VHJ558 promoter and leader

region (1.5 kb), and a pre-assembled BCR (0.4 kb) expressing

PGT121-gH (hereafter referred to as PGT121 for simplicity), the

predicted germline VDJ sequence of the heavy chain of a mono-

clonal antibody, PGT121 (Fig 1A and B; described in Materials and

Methods). This sequence, previously described as PGT121

GLCDR3rev1, has been fully germline-reverted except at two positions

in the D gene (Steichen et al, 2016), and differs at eight CDR3 posi-

tions from the less-reverted sequence (PGT121CDR3rev4) used in a

previously described PGT121 germline-reverted heavy chain KI

mouse (Fig EV1) (Escolano et al, 2016; Steichen et al, 2016).

The specificity of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing is

dependent on the sgRNA. Accordingly, we used the CRISPR DESIGN

database (http://crispr.mit.edu/) to identify potential candidate

protospacers, including 20 nucleotides complementary to the target

sequence upstream of a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequence

(NGG). To avoid the cleavage of the homologous recombination

arms of the DNA donor by Cas9 upon oocyte injection, we designed

sgRNAs that only target sequences within the wild-type IgH locus

but are not present within the homology arms of our donor plasmid.

In an attempt to select for highly specific sgRNAs, which can poten-

tially render this process more efficient in the mouse embryo, we

first designed and examined the ability of 11 different sgRNAs to

cleave a PCR amplicon containing the wild-type genomic DNA target

in an in vitro assay (Appendix Table S1). As shown in Fig 1C, we

identified three sgRNAs (sgRNAs 1, 4, and 6) that guide Cas9 to

cleave the genomic DNA target around the D4 region and three other

guide RNAs (sgRNAs 7, 8, and 10) capable of targeting Cas9 to the

J1-4 regions. We chose sgRNA1 and sgRNA8 because they appeared

to be the two most efficient candidates and confirmed that they did

not exhibit any off-target effects on three selected amplicons from

unrelated genes (Fig 1D and Appendix Table S2). After the injection

of the two sgRNAs, Cas9 protein and plasmid DNA containing

PGT121 germline sequence into fertilized oocytes, and subsequent

implantation into pseudopregnant females, we obtained F0 founder

mice potentially carrying our KI heavy chain.

As a first step to ascertain which of these founder mice is carry-

ing the PGT121 insertion, we designed a screening protocol with

three, independent TaqMan probes for genotyping. The first probe,

Ighm-1 WT, is targeted to the WT C57Bl/6 mouse IgH D4-J1-4 region;

testing positive for this probe indicates that the WT locus is intact

(WT mouse). The second probe, HuIghV-4 Tg, is directed to the

introduced PGT121 sequence and detects the integration of our

PGT121 DNA. The third probe, KI-P, is targeted to the junction

region between the 50 arm and VHJ558 promoter, and testing posi-

tive to this probe indicates the correct site of insertion of our

PGT121 DNA (Figs 2A and EV2A).

In our initial experiment, after microinjecting 400 fertilized

oocytes with sgRNA, Cas9 protein, and plasmid DNA containing

PGT121 germline sequence and subsequently implanting them into

pseudopregnant females, 15 pups were born. As determined from

our screening protocol, out of these 15 pups, we found eleven foun-

ders that carried no deletions or insertions (WT+/+), three founders

that carried deletions of the D4 to J1–4 segment in both alleles with

no insertion of PGT121 (WT�/�), and lastly one founder in which

the D4 to J segment was replaced with a monoallelic insertion of
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PGT121 (PGT121+/WT; Figs 2C and EV2B). Taken together, we

observed that Cas9-driven deletion occurred at 26.7%, while the

frequency of homologous recombination was only 6.7%. To validate

whether the inserted IgH germline sequence (PGT121) was at the

right genomic locus, we performed long-range PCR in the PGT121

mouse by amplifying the genomic DNA fragments using specific

primers (Appendix Table S3). The two forward primers, Fo.1F and

Fo.2F, were targeted at the promoter and PGT121 regions, respec-

tively, and the reverse primer, Re.1R, was targeted at the region

after the homologous 30 arm. We found amplicons of the correct size

only from genomic DNA amplified from the PGT121 KI mice, but

not from WT mice, indicating that the PGT121 fragment had been

inserted in the correct genomic locus (Fig 2B).

We performed another CRISPR injection (200 fertilized oocytes)

with short arms (3.9 kb) of plasmid DNA and we observed that the

frequency of Cas9-driven D4-J1-4 deletion was 35.7%, while the

frequency of homologous recombination was 0% (Fig 2C). We

hypothesized that the low efficiency of HDR was likely to be a result

of our relatively short homology arms. Accordingly, to increase the

efficiency of this process, we extended each of the homology arms
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Figure 1. One-step CRISPR zygote injection to generate mice carrying PGT121 heavy chain in the mouse IgH locus.

A Schematic depicting CRISPR/Cas9 injection. A circular plasmid bearing germline PGT121-gH VDJ sequences, two guide RNAs, and Cas9 protein were injected into
zygotes and implanted into pseudopregnant mice. Cas9-induced double-stranded breaks in the genome of zygotes are used to insert germline PGT121 VDJ sequences
flanked by homologous arms on each side of the cut site via HDR. After 3 weeks, F0 founder mice are born, some of which bear the human bnAbs germline precursor.

B Strategy for insertion of PGT121 rearranged VDJ into mouse IgH locus. Targeting DNA donor with 50 (3.9 kb) and 30 (2.6 kb) homology arms to the C57BL/6 WT mouse
IgH locus, murine VHJ558 promoter, leader, and the human PGT121 heavy chain VDJ sequences are located between two homology arms. CRISPR/Cas9-mediated HDR
leads to the insertion of the promoter and PGT121 sequences into the C57BL/6 mouse genome. P: murine VHJ558 promoter; HDR: homology-directed repair; bnAbs:
broadly neutralizing antibodies.

C sgRNA targeting sites are indicated in red. Three distinct fragments of genomic DNA were amplified by PCR, and in vitro digestion assay was performed with each of
the sgRNAs to validate the efficiency of Cas9-mediated cleavage.

D Analysis sgRNA off-target effects in unrelated genes. Amplicons corresponding to Aakt, Map3K10, and Nop9 were generated by PCR by using gene-specific primers. In
vitro digestion assay was performed to measure the Cas9-directed cleavage efficiency.
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to 5 kb (Fig EV3). This enhancement in arm length coincided

with an increase in HDR observed in the founders. Indeed, 50 pups

were born following the injection of this plasmid, among which

there were 14 PGT121+/WT mice, one PGT121+/� mouse, and one

WT�/� and 34 WT+/+ mice. It appears that the extended homology

arms increased our HDR efficiency to 30%, while the rate of dele-

tion remained constant (32%). This higher rate of recombination

was confirmed by performing three independent injections, from
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Figure 2. Characterization of PGT121 KI mice.

A Schematic of the TaqMan probes and their targeting sites within the WT IgH and PGT121 IgH. T: TaqMan probe.
B Schematic showing the annealing sites of primers used to validate PGT121 KI animals. Fo.1F and Fo.2F primers were targeted at promoter region and PGT121 region,

respectively, and combined with Re.1R primer targeted to the genomic region after homologous 30 Arm. KI alleles are predicted to result in the amplification of a Fo.1
fragment (3.3 kb) and Fo.2 fragment (2.8 kb). Genomic DNA was extracted from the F0 founders born after CRISPR injection or from a C57BL/6 (WT) mouse. Long-
range PCR was performed to detect the insertion of the PGT121 VDJ sequences at the correct genomic locus.

C Table showing the frequency of the different genotypes of mice generated after CRISPR injection with plasmid donors containing long or short homology arms. # of
HDR occurrence indicates the integration of the PGT121 heavy chain in the mouse IgH locus. # of Cas9-mediated D4-J4 deletions indicates the efficiency of our
sgRNA-directed Cas9 double-stranded breaks. HC: heavy chain.
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which the average frequency of HDR reached 40% with a similar

rate of genomic DNA cleavage (Fig 2C).

We further crossed several of our positive heavy chain KI F0

founders with WT mice and followed the frequency of germline

transmission of the KI heavy chain. Six out of 10 F0 mice

revealed the Mendelian transmission of the heavy chain, while

three out of ten F0 founders exhibited non-Mendelian transmis-

sion, indicating likely mosaicism, and one of our founders most

likely has more than one insertion of our KI heavy chain

(Fig EV4).

Collectively, our results demonstrate that we can reliably gener-

ate heavy chain KI mice in vivo by CRISPR/Cas9 within a short

period of few weeks. This represents a significant step forward

towards the rapid and reproducible generation of IgH KI mice.

Characterization of B lymphocytes in the PGT121 KI mouse

To examine the impact of PGT121 germline heavy chain insertion

on B-lymphocyte development, we analyzed the bone marrow

progenitors of 8- to 10-week-old WT and PGT121+/WT mice by flow

cytometry, using the Hardy classification system (Hardy et al,

1991). When compared to WT mice, we observed a similar

frequency of immature, defined as early (B220+CD43+) and late

(B220+CD43�), B cells in the bone marrow of PGT121+/WT mice

(Fig 3A). However, when we examined the B cell subpopulations in

the early immature compartment, we observed a significant reduc-

tion in the (CD24+BP-1+) B cell fraction C (Fig 3B). In contrast, the

late immature B cell subpopulations from the bone marrow were

not affected (Fig 3C). These results suggested that the expression of

the PGT121 germline heavy chain might compromise the ability of

KI B cells to pass tolerance checkpoints in the bone marrow (posi-

tive selection, stage C), possibly leading to the elimination or BCR

editing of these cells.

To further characterize the progression of transitional B cells

toward mature B lymphocytes, we analyzed peripheral B cells from

blood, spleen, and peritoneal cavity by flow cytometry. Consistent

with defects we observed in the bone marrow, we found a signifi-

cant diminution in the number of B cells in the blood (Fig 4A). In

contrast, we observed comparable numbers of B and T cells between

these KI and WT mice, indicating that spleen cellularity was largely

unaltered in PGT121+/WT mice (Fig 4B and C). However, we noticed

a slightly decreased proportion of T1 cells (CD21loCD24hi) within the

B220+ B-cell compartment. Furthermore, PGT121+/WT B cells

retained their maturation potential, as we found similar amounts of

both mature follicular (CD21hiCD24lo), marginal zone B cells

(CD21hiCD24hiCD23�), and T2 cells (CD21hiCD24hiCD23+) in WT

and PGT121+/WT mice (Fig 4D and E). We also analyzed the lympho-

cyte populations in the peritoneal cavity of these animals. Here, we

observed that WT and PGT121+/WT mice had comparable numbers

of B2 (CD5�CD11b�) and B1a (CD5+CD11b+) but a slight diminu-

tion of B1b (CD5�CD11b+) cells (Fig 4F). Together, these results

suggest that the establishment of mature lymphocyte populations is

not affected in the PGT121+/WT mouse.

To understand whether the histological organization of lymphoid

organs was altered in the PGT121 KI mouse line, we assessed the

anatomical structure of the spleen by confocal microscopy. We

observed a normal compartmentalization of the splenic tissue,

comprised of white pulp and red pulp area in normal proportion,

the latter populated by F4/80+ macrophages (Fig 4G). The cellular

localization appeared normal in the white pulp, with central T cells

(TCRb) surrounded by B cell (B220+) organized into follicles delim-

ited by metallophilic marginal zone macrophages (CD169+). Inside

the follicles, B cells presented a normal phenotype and we could

identify follicular B cell (CD23highIgMlow) and marginal zone B cell

(CD23�IgM+) separated by a thin line of CD169+ macrophages

(Fig 4G, inset).

Cumulatively, the phenotypical characterization of peripheral

tissues of PGT121+/WT mice suggests a normal B- and T-cell devel-

opment, with well-organized secondary lymphoid organs as well as

the presence of mature B and T cells. However, we observed a

reduction in B-cell progenitors as well as naı̈ve peripheral B cells,

pointing toward a possible deletion of PGT121 KI B cells during the

early development.

Sequence analysis of B cells from PGT121 KI mice

Considering that PGT121 KI into our transgenic mice was success-

fully confirmed via genotyping (Fig 2A) and long-range PCR

(Fig 2B), we sought to ascertain whether KI B cells do indeed

express PGT121 as part of the BCR. To this end, we isolated and

single-cell sorted B cells from bone marrow from heterozygous

PGT121+/WT mice for IgH sequence analysis. The B-cell progenitors

isolated from the bone marrow of these PGT121+/WT mice showed

a large percentage of B cells with the PGT121 sequence. Interest-

ingly, the presence of PGT121 sequences was restricted to the early

immature (B220+CD43+) B-cell compartment, while no B cells were

positive for PGT121 sequences in the late (B220+CD43�) B-cell

compartment (Fig 5A, left; Appendix Table S5).

To assess the frequency of PGT121 germline expression in

peripheral mature B cells, we then single-cell sorted (B220+IgD+)

B cells from the blood of two PGT121+/WT mice and performed

BCR sequencing as above. Our sequencing results revealed that

none of the B-cell sequences from the two PGT121+/WT mice

matched the PGT121 germline sequences. Instead, all the periph-

eral B cells tested exclusively expressed WT murine IGH sequences

(Fig 5A, middle; Appendix Table S6). Comparable results were

obtained by sequencing of naı̈ve (B220+IgM+) B cells from spleen

samples (Fig 5A, right; Appendix Table S7). The absence of B cells

with PGT121 GL BCRs in the periphery of PGT121+/WT mice indi-

cates that the transition of PGT121 B cells from the mouse bone

marrow into the blood stream could be impaired, most likely

because of autoreactivity and subsequent deletion of PGT121 KI

B-cell progenitors.

We analyzed the heavy chain sequences we recovered and

compared them with the PGT121 sequence used to generate these

KI mice. Sequences from the early immature bone marrow B cells

were identical to the original PGT121 sequence used for generating

these KI mice, with no mutations or rearrangements (Fig 5A and B).

Interestingly, 25% of the sequences recovered from the late B-cell

compartment showed a mixed sequence identity, with the antibody

V-D regions matching the murine germline repertoire and the J

region (partial H-CDR3) matching the PGT121 sequence (Fig 6A).

This evidence suggests that the majority of KI B cells positive for

PGT121 were eliminated or edited in the bone marrow, and some of

these cells might have undergone an event of recombination

between the WT murine V-D1-3 segment, not modified by the
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CRISPR/Cas9 machinery, and the inserted PGT121 VDJ sequence,

and thereby avoided elimination from the bone marrow (Fig 6B and

C).

In one of the 15 PGT121 KI mice, we found the PGT121 heavy

chain was inserted in one allelic locus and WT D4-J1-4 segment

was deleted in another allele. As such, this mouse will not be

able to express the endogenous murine heavy chain variable

region. Analysis of this mouse further confirmed the notion that

this PGT121 gene was most likely autoreactive since no peripheral

naı̈ve (B220+IgD+) B cells could be detected by flow cytometry

from a homozygous PGT121+/� mouse, in which the WT IgH

allele had been partially deleted by the CRISPR-mediated double-

stranded breaks (D4 and J1-4 regions), versus a wild-type mouse

(0.07% versus 81.9%, Fig 6D).

Taken together, these data strongly suggest that murine B cells

expressing the particular PGT121 germline-reverted heavy chain

tested here are defective in clearing immunological checkpoints and

are eliminated in the bone marrow.
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Figure 3. Characterization of B-lymphocyte development in the bone marrow of PGT121+/WT mice.

A Bone marrow cells from WT and PGT121+/WT mice were analyzed by flow cytometry using the gating strategy shown on the left. B-cell progenitors (B220+) were
divided into immature (CD43+) and mature (CD43�) cells on the basis of CD43 expression. Data quantified in the panels on the right show the percentage of live cells
in the indicated gates (WT: n = 9, PGT121+/WT: n = 8, mean � SEM).

B Early (CD43+) B-cell progenitors were subdivided according to CD24 and BP-1 expression into Hardy populations A (CD24�BP-1�), B (CD24+BP-1�), and C (CD24+BP-
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Data information: For all flow cytometry experiments, data are from one out of three representative experiments with three or more animals in each group, and each
dot represents an individual mouse. Student’s t-test, ns P > 0.05, *P < 0.05.
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Figure 4. Characterization of B- and T-lymphocyte development in peripheral blood and spleen of PGT121+/WT mice.

A B cells from blood of WT and PGT121+/WT mice were analyzed by flow cytometry. Identification and quantification of B-cell population (B220+IgD+). Data quantified
in the panels on the right show the percentage of live cells in the indicated gates (WT: n = 3, PGT121+/WT: n = 14, mean � SEM).

B–E Spleens from WT and PGT121+/WT mice were analyzed by flow cytometry. (B, C) Identification and quantification of B cells (B220+TCRb�) and T cells (B220�TCRb+).
T cells were subdivided into CD4 (CD4+CD8�) and CD8 (CD4�CD8+) T cells. Quantification—right. (D, E) B cells were divided on the basis of CD21, CD23, and CD24
expression into T0/T1 cells (CD21�CD24hi), follicular B cells (CD21loCD24lo), T2 cells (CD21hiCD24hiCD23�), marginal zone B (MZB) cells (CD21hiCD24hiCD23+), and
quantified (right panels) (n = 5/group, mean � SEM).

F Peritoneal lavage was performed on WT and PGT121+/WT mice, and the exudate was analyzed by flow cytometry. B cells (IgM+) were divided into B2 (CD11b�CD5�),
B1b (CD11b+CD5�), and B1a (CD11b+CD5+). Data quantified in the panels on the right show the percentage of IgM+ cells in the indicated gates (WT: n = 8,
PGT121+/WT: n = 4, mean � SEM).

G Confocal images spleen cryosections showing the organization of the spleen and the localization of T cells, macrophages, and B cells. Spleen was collected from WT
and PGT121+/WT mice. Sections were stained with B220 (blue, B cells), CD169 (red, metallophilic macrophages), TCRb (green, T cells), and F4/80 (white, red pulp
macrophages). In the insets, sequential sections were stained for B220 (blue), CD169 (white), IgM (green), and CD23 (red) to identify follicular (Fo, IgMlowCD23high)
and marginal zone (MZ, IgMhighCD23�) B cells. TC: T cells, BC: B cells, Fo: follicular B cells, MZ: marginal zone.

Data information: For all flow cytometry experiments (A–F), data are from one out of three representative experiment with three or more animals in each group, and
each dot represents an individual mouse. Student’s t-test, ns P > 0.05, *P < 0.05.
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Characterization of B lymphocytes in the BG18 KI mouse

To further highlight the validity of our novel CRISPR approach, we

generated another IgH KI mouse model. To this end, we used the

BG18 heavy chain germline-reverted sequence to generate BG18-gH

KI mice (hereafter referred to as BG18). BG18 is a recently discov-

ered N332 glycan-dependent bnAb with higher potency but similar

breadth as PGT121. BG18-like responses may be easier to elicit than

PGT121-like responses, because BG18 does not require any

insertions or deletions (Freund et al, 2017). Similar to the character-

ization of the PGT121 mice, we first determined whether these

BG18 KI mice exhibited normal B-cell development in the bone

marrow. We observed a similar frequency of early (B220+CD43+)

and late (B220+CD43�) B cells in the bone marrow of BG18+/WT

mice (Fig 7A). In contrast to the PGT121+/WT mice, the frequency

of B cells in the peripheral blood of BG18+/WT mice was identical to

that of WT mice (Fig 7B, upper). When analyzing the different

subpopulations of peripheral B cells, the frequencies of IgD+ and
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Figure 5. Heavy chain sequencing of bone marrow and splenic B cells in the PGT121+/WT mice.

A Bone marrow cells from PGT121+/WT mice were divided into late B cell (B220intCD43low) and early B cells (B220int/hiCD43+) on the basis of CD43 expression. B cells from
blood of PGT121+/WT mice were stained for IgD and B220, and spleens from PGT121+/WT KI mice stained for B220 and IgM. Ig heavy chains from B cells obtained after
single-cell sorting were PCR amplified and sequenced. The resulting IGHV libraries from bone marrow, blood, and spleen were compared to our PGT121 sequence to
determine sequence identity. The pie charts indicate the frequency of IGHV sequences identical to human PGT121 (blue) and murine IGHV (gray).

B IgH sequences from early immature, bone marrow (B220+CD43+) B cells. Sequence alignments of 3× representative sequences matching PGT121 from each mouse.
Dashes represent identity to the germline reference sequence. FR, framework region; CDR, complementarity-determining region. Amino acid position is indicated with
numbers on top of each reference sequence.
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Figure 6. Sequence analysis of PGT121 sequences recovered from bone marrow B-cell progenitors.

A, B Bone marrow B cells from two PGT121+/WT mice were stained for B220 and CD43. Late B cells (B220intCD43low) were single-cell sorted for antibody heavy chain and
subjected to PCR amplification and sequencing. 2/7 (or 28.5%) and 2/9 (22.2%) of the murine IGHV sequences isolated from late B cells exhibited CDR3 motif of
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C The four murine IGHV sequences were aligned to the germline-reverted PGT121 heavy chain (blue). The CDR3 motif HGITIFGVVAFKEYYYYYYMDVW of PGT121 was
found in all four murine IGHV sequences (indicated by blue arrow). CDR: complementarity-determining region, FR: framework region.

D B cells from peripheral blood of WT or PGT121+/� mice were analyzed by flow cytometry. Identification and quantification of B-cell population (B220+IgD+) (WT:
n = 3, PGT121+/�: n = 2, mean � SEM)
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IgM+ B cells were comparable in BG18+/WT and WT mice (Fig 7B,

lower). Moreover, we observed no impact on the percentage of T cells

between the BG18+/WT versusWTmice (Fig 7B, upper). In one of the

BG18 KI mice, called BG18+/�, the BG18 heavy chain was inserted in

one of the murine IgH D4-J1-4 allelic loci. In addition, in this mouse,

the WT D4-J1-4 segment was deleted in the other allele of the same

locus. In the BG18+/� mice, the frequency of B cells in the periphery

was reduced when compared to the WT animals (Fig 7C); however,

since B cells bearing the BG18 heavy chain can still be found in the

periphery, these results indicate that immunological checkpoints are

not affected in this mouse line. In these mice, the gross pathological

analysis of spleen from the BG18+/WT and BG18+/� mice reflected

normal development. Upon histological examination, we identified

normal structures of the white and red pulp by confocal microscopy

(Fig 7D). Both BG18+/WT and BG18+/� mice presented a normal

organization of T cells, B cells, and metallophilic macrophages in the

white pulp and F4/80+ macrophages in the red pulp. No alterations

were observed in the composition of the B-cell populations, and we

identified both follicular (CD23highIgMlow) and marginal zone B cells

(CD23�IgM+) in a correct proportion (Fig 7D, inset).

BG18 KI mice express BG18 germline heavy chain at
high frequency

Upon observing no adverse impact on B-cell development in the

BG18 KI mice, we isolated and single-cell sorted splenic B cells of

these mice and proceeded to determine the frequency of BG18 germ-

line sequences via BCR sequencing. We obtained B220+IgM+ B

splenocytes from two BG18+/WT mice and one BG18+/� mouse. In

the BG18+/WT mice, 30 to 32% of the analyzed sequences were iden-

tical to the BG18 germline sequence, while the majority of sequences

(90%) corresponding to B cells isolated from the BG18+/� mouse

were identical to the BG18 germline sequence (Fig 8A, right). When

comparing the BG18 sequences obtained from splenic B cells to the

original germline sequence used to generate these mice, we observed

the following: (i) BG18GL sequences from the majority (90%) of

single B cells sequenced showed no mutations (Fig 8B;

Appendix Table S8); and (ii) sequences from 10% of naı̈ve B cells

from the BG18 KI mouse showed a mixed identity, with mouse V

regions recombined with the human D-J region (BG18 CDR3) due to

mosaicism or an early recombination event (Fig EV5). Taken collec-

tively, our results suggest that the BG18 KI mouse represents a valu-

able model, which can be used to test BG18-specific immunogens.

Discussion

Genetically engineered mice have been invaluable models in the

study of humoral responses. The introduction of pre-defined mono-

clonal heavy or light chain antibody sequences into the genome of

recipient mice made it possible to dissect fundamental biological

processes, from the early selection of the BCR in bone marrow B-cell

progenitors to how these antibodies evolve in response to antigenic

challenge (Weaver et al, 1985; Nussenzweig et al, 1987; Manz et al,

1988; Goodnow et al, 1989; Bloom et al, 1993; Benschop et al,

2001; Jardine et al, 2015). In this study, we demonstrate the use of

the CRISPR/Cas9 technology for the one-step generation of mice

harboring a 1.9 kb pre-arranged human heavy chain in the murine

IgH locus in a short time with an average efficiency of 40%. These

results constitute a major advance that will allow the rapid and

reproducible generation of such mouse models for evaluating the

efficacy of novel immunogens and sequential immunization regi-

mens, including but not limited to regimens intending to elicit

protective responses starting from activation of specific human

naı̈ve B-cell precursors. Ultimately, we expect these mouse models

will accelerate the pace of vaccine development against particularly

recalcitrant agents of infectious disease.

In the past, genetic KI mice have not only been crucial in eluci-

dating B-cell functions but also as models to interrogate efficacy of

immunogens to potentially function as vaccines (Dosenovic et al,

2015; Jardine et al, 2015; Escolano et al, 2016). The generation of

these traditional KI mice was reliant on targeting genetic loci in ES

cells via homologous recombination to generate mice with desired

mutations (Verkoczy et al, 2017). This method, however, is labori-

ous and time-consuming as it may take 2 years or more to produce

homozygous animals from transmitted germline and heterozygous

mice (Capecchi, 2005). This is because gene targeting in ES cells is

very inefficient and can take up to 2 years. Also, targeted ES cells

need to be implanted into blastocysts, which lead to high chimerism

in founder mice. Often germline transmission is not achieved. More

recently, a methodology termed RDBC (Rag2-deficient blastocyst

complementation) was developed to first introduce human BCRs

into ES cells and then inject into Rag2�/� blastocyst to generate

chimeric mice (Chen et al, 1993; Tian et al, 2016). Although the F0

mice are chimeric, all B- and T-cell receptors in these mice are

derived from these ES cells, and as a result, these mice can be read-

ily used in immunocharacterization studies. Although the RDBC

method obviates the time spent in breeding mice for the germline

▸Figure 7. Characterization of B-lymphocyte development in BG18 KI mice.

A Bone marrow cells from WT and BG18+/WT mice were analyzed by flow cytometry using the gating strategy shown on the left. B-cell progenitors (B220+) were divided
into immature (CD43+) and mature (CD43�) cells on the basis of CD43 expression. Data quantified in the panels on the right show the percentage of live cells in the
indicated gates (n = 3/group, mean � SEM)

B Blood from WT and BG18+/WT mice was analyzed by flow cytometry. Identification and quantification of B cells (B220+TCRb�) and T cells (B220�TCRb+). B cells were
subdivided into mature (IgD+) and T1 (IgD�IgM+) B cells. Quantification—right (WT: n = 4, BG18+/WT: n = 9, mean � SEM)

C B cells from blood of WT or BG18+/� mice were analyzed by flow cytometry. Identification and quantification of B cells (B220+TCRb�) and T cells (B220�TCRb+) (WT:
n = 6, BG18+/WT: n = 3, mean � SEM).

D Confocal images spleen cryosections showing the organization of the spleen and the localization of T cells, macrophages, and B cells. Spleen was collected from
BG18+/WT and BG18+/� mice. Sections were stained with B220 (blue, B cells), CD169 (red, metallophilic macrophages), TCRb (green, T cells), and F4/80 (white, red pulp
macrophages). In the insets, sequential sections were stained for B220 (blue), CD169 (white), IgM (green), and CD23 (red) to identify follicular (Fo, IgMlowCD23high) and
marginal zone (MZ, IgMhighCD23�) B cells. TC: T cells, BC: B cells, Fo: follicular B cells, MZ: marginal zone.

Data information: For all flow cytometry experiments (A–C), data are from one out of three representative experiments with three or more animals in each group, and
each dot represents an individual mouse. Student’s t-test, ns P > 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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transmission of transgenic BCRs, the generation of bona fide

homozygous KI mice still requires several months to select (Oji

et al, 2016). In contrast, the novelty of our one-step CRISPR injec-

tion approach lies in the generation of F0 founder mice harboring

the germline transmission of the transgenic BCR (Figs 2C and EV4).

Our method represents a significant improvement over the

already revolutionary CRISPR gene modification methods, because

until now the insertion of relatively large DNA fragments via

CRISPR/Cas9 was considered a challenge. The bottleneck with the

earlier iterations of the CRISPR/Cas9 methodology lays in the limita-

tion on the length of DNA donors bearing gene modifications. The

allowable length of DNA donors for small gene modifications is

< 200 bp, with these donors being synthesized as a single-stranded

DNA oligodeoxynucleotides (ssODN) (Jacobi et al, 2017). For large

DNA insertions requiring > 200 bp of DNA donor, generally dsDNA

plasmid templates with at least 800-bp homology arms are

constructed (Jacobi et al, 2017). However, such plasmid templates

reduce the efficiency of CRISPR targeting in loci other than ROSA26,

where the integration of an 8- to 11-kb DNA fragment by CRISPR

injection with a 10–20% homologous recombination rate has been

reported (Awatramani et al, 2001; Chu et al, 2016). The ROSA26

locus is a well-characterized region in chromosome 6 that offers an

open chromatin configuration. Therefore, it can be easily modified

by homologous recombination to express transgenes ubiquitously in

embryonic and adult mice (Soriano, 1999). Recently, the Easi-

CRISPR (Efficient additions with ssDNA inserts-CRISPR) method,

based on the use of 0.8- to 1.6-kb-long single-strand DNA as a repair

template, has been shown to be highly effective in generating KI

mice expressing knock-in alleles for over a dozen loci (Quadros

et al, 2017). In contrast to this approach, our methodology relies on

a double-stranded repair template with > 2-kb homology arms,

which is over the limit of commercial ssDNA. In the future, it would

be interesting to determine whether this method will result in the

improved frequency of immunoglobulin KI animals.

Upon generating the PGT121 germline heavy chain KI mice, we

examined the impact of its insertion on B-lymphocyte development.

Although the composition of peripheral B- and T-cell populations

appeared to be normal in these mice, we noticed a lack of PGT121-

bearing B cells, as all the antibodies generated by these mice

contained murine IgH sequences. For this reason, we investigated

the B-cell progenitors in the bone marrow and secondary lymphoid

organs, and we observed a reduction in early pre-B cells (Hardy

fraction C), indicating a possible negative effect of PGT121 germline

heavy chain expression in this stage of B-cell development (Hardy

et al, 1991). Indeed, when we analyzed the bone marrow B cells for

the presence of PGT121 sequences, KI cells were present only in the

immature (B220+CD43+BP-1+) B-cell population of the bone

marrow. The fate of early pre-B cells is determined by the correct

expression of a functional pre-BCR, in a process known as positive

selection. Cells that fail the V(D)J recombination or express autore-

active antibodies are destined to be eliminated or edited (Pelanda

et al, 1997; Pewzner-Jung et al, 1998). Although the previously

A BG18+/WT

32% BG18 32% BG18

BG18+/WT

BG18+/WT
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BG18+/-

B2
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Figure 8. Heavy chain sequencing of splenic B cells in the BG18 KI mice.

A B cells from spleens from BG18+/WT or BG18+/� KI mice stained for B220 and IgM. Ig heavy chains from B cells obtained after single-cell sorting were PCR amplified
and sequenced. The resulting IGHV libraries from spleen were compared to our BG18 sequence to determine sequence identity. The pie charts indicate the frequency
of IGHV sequences identical to human BG18 (green) and murine IGHV (gray).

B IgH sequences from splenic (B220+IgM+) B cells. Sequence alignments of 3× representative sequences matching BG18 from each mouse. Dashes represent identity to
the germline reference sequence. FR, framework region; CDR, complementarity-determining region. Amino acid position is indicated with numbers on top of each
reference sequence.
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tested PGT121 broadly neutralizing antibody exhibits no polyreac-

tivity and autoreactivity in vitro and the previously generated

PGT121CDR3rev4 mouse model also does not exhibit defects in B-cell

development (Liu et al, 2015), our results indicate that B cells

expressing the PGT121-gH, described here, were eliminated (Figs 5

and EV1). This phenomenon of BCR exclusion has also been

described in the case of other human immunoglobulins (Verkoczy

et al, 2010, 2011; Doyle-Cooper et al, 2013).

Our CRISPR/Cas9 approach was used to generate another germ-

line-reverted bnAb knock-in: BG18. BG18 is a recently discovered

bnAb directed against the glycan-V3 epitope of HIV-1 Env (Freund

et al, 2017). Recently, the crystal structure of BG18 complexed with

native HIV Env trimers was solved, and the Env epitope that facili-

tates antibody recognition and virus neutralization was identified

(Barnes et al, 2018). However, currently it is unclear how B-cell

precursors corresponding to BG18-GL respond to specific immuno-

gens. Of specific interest is whether the BG18-GL IgH accumulates

adequate somatic hypermutations and matures into functional

memory B cells capable of rapid and durable antibody response.

Our BG18-GL IgH KI mouse will allow us to evaluate the efficacy of

novel HIV-1 immunogens to elicit protective immunoresponses.

Indeed, in this mouse line, functional B cells bearing BG18-GL

sequences are normally expressed in spleen and periphery.

Although the first mouse line, PGT121 KI that we generated, is

unsuitable for immunogen testing, the BG18 KI mouse does not suf-

fer from this drawback. Therefore, we believe that we are in a posi-

tion to generate several other immunoglobulin mouse variants and

rapidly assess which animals could be advanced for immunogen

testing. Furthermore, although heavy chains represent main compo-

nents of antibodies, light chains may also be required for full speci-

ficity. Given the high frequency of HDR directed by two sgRNAs in

our current approach, we would like to extend our method to gener-

ate light chain KI mice. Future work could also involve the genera-

tion of mice bearing heavy and light chains with one single injection

with two donor plasmids.

Materials and Methods

sgRNA selection, screening, preparation, and validation

sgRNAs were identified using the http://crispr.mit.edu/

(Appendix Table S1). In vitro sgRNA syntheses were performed

using the EnGen� sgRNA Synthesis Kit, S. pyogenes (NEB) follow-

ing the manufacturer’s instructions. Transcribed sgRNAs were puri-

fied by using MEGAclearTM Transcription Clean-Up Kit (Ambion�)

following the manufacturer’s instructions. PCR amplification of

genomic DNA fragments from C57Bl/6 control mice (target and off-

target) was performed using gene-specific primers (Appendix

Table S3) under the following conditions: 98°C for 2 min; 40× (98°C

for 20 s, 55°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 1 min); 72°C for 5 min; hold at

4°C; and subsequently sequenced. sgRNA validation was performed

by using in vitro digestion with Cas9 nuclease, S. pyogenes assay

(NEB) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, each reac-

tion containing 20 ll of nuclease-free H2O, 3 ll of 10× Cas9 buffer,

3 ll sgRNA (300 nM), and 1 ll Cas9 (1 lM) was incubated for

10 min at room temperature (RT). Subsequently, 3 ll of DNA

(30 nM) was added to each reaction and incubated at 37°C for 1 h.

Samples were separated through a 1% agarose gel or 5% TBE gel in

TBE buffer (5% Mini-PROTEAN� TBE Gel, #4565016, Bio-Rad) and

stained with SYBR Safe. Images were captured using a Gel DocTM EZ

Gel Documentation System (Bio-Rad).

Generation of targeting vectors

The VRC01 gH vector backbone (Jardine et al, 2015) was modified

by replacing the neomycin cassette with rearranged VDJ sequences

for human bnAb germline precursors PGT121 and BG18 down-

stream of the promoter region and by elongation of the 50 and 30

homology regions utilizing the Gibson assembly method (NEB). The

targeting vector DNA was confirmed by Sanger sequencing (Eton

Bioscience Inc).

Generation of KI mice

sgRNAs, donor DNA, and Cas9 protein (PNA BIO INC) were

provided to the Genome Modification Facility at Harvard University

for the generation KI mice by CRISPR/Cas9 method (Ran et al,

2013; Yang et al, 2014). Briefly, we prepared injection mix of Cas9

protein (50 ng/ll), each sgRNA (25 ng/ll), and circular DNA donor

(200 ng/ll) in injection buffer and performed microinjecting 200

fertilized oocytes. After culturing the injected zygotes, we transfer

zygotes to pseudopregnant foster mothers.

Mice breeding for maintenance and experiments

Initial mice breeding of F1 generation was performed at the animal

facility of the Gene Modification Facility (Harvard University).

Breeding for colony expansion and experimental procedures was

performed and the Ragon Institute. All experiments were approved

by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of

Harvard University and the Massachusetts General Hospital and

conducted in accordance with the regulations of the American Asso-

ciation for the Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care (AAALAC).

Genotyping and long-range PCR

Ear or tail snips were used for genotyping. All of the mice were

genotyped by TaqMan assay for a fee for service agreement

(TransnetYX). TaqMan probes for the genotyping assay were devel-

oped by TransnetYX. Genomic DNA was purified from tail DNA

using the Viagen DirectPCR Lysis Reagent (Viagen Biotech Inc., CA,

USA) supplemented with proteinase K solution (0.1 mg/ml final,

Roche) in a total volume of 250 ll. Reactions were incubated at

55°C overnight and at 85°C for an additional 40 min. Debris was

pelleted by centrifugation at 12,000 × g for 2 min and the super-

natant collected. Long-range PCR amplification of genomic DNA

fragments from C57Bl/6 control mice or KI mice was performed

using specific primers (Appendix Table S3) under the following

conditions: 98°C for 2 min; 40× (98°C for 20 s, 61.2°C for 30 s, and

72°C for 2 min); 72°C for 5 min; and hold at 4°C.

Flow cytometry and single-cell sorting

Single-cell suspensions were prepared from spleen, lymph nodes,

bone marrow, peritoneal lavage, or peripheral blood samples. Red
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blood cells were removed by ACK lysis (Life Technologies). Cells

were prepared in FACS buffer (2% FCS/PBS) and enumerated, and

Fc receptors were blocked using anti CD16/32 antibodies (BD

Pharmingen). Subsequently, cells were stained with the appropriate

combination of the following antibodies (Invitrogen, BioLegend, BD

Pharmingen) for 30 min at 4°C and washed twice before analysis:

B220 (RA3-6B2), TCRb (H57-597), CD21 (CR2/CR1), CD4 (GK1.5,

RM4-5), CD8 (53–6.7), CD23 (B3B4), CD24 (30-F1), CD43 (S11),

CD5 (53–7.3), IgM (RMM1), IgD (11-26c.2a), CD40 (3/23), CD249

(BP-1) (6C3), (BioLegend). Data were acquired on a LSR Fortessa,

LSRII (BD Bioscience), or SH800 (Sony) and analyzed with FlowJo

10 (Treestar). Staining of the cells with Live-Dead kits (Thermo

Scientific) was used to identify dead cells for exclusion from the

analysis.

BCR sequencing

Individual PGT121 and WT B cells were single-cell sorted on Aria

Fusion (BD Bioscience) or SH800 (Sony) into 96-well PCR plates

directly into lysis buffer [0.1 M Trizma HCl pH 8 (Sigma), 500 U/ml

RNase inhibitor (NEB)] and frozen immediately on dry ice. Plates

were stored at 80°C until further processing. Naı̈ve B cells were

defined as scatter, singlet, live, B220+, IgM+.

First-strand cDNA synthesis was carried out using SuperScript III

Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s

instructions. Nested PCR reactions were performed using Hot-

StarTaq polymerase (Qiagen) and IgM-specific primer pools

(Appendix Table S4), also described previously (von Boehmer et al,

2016). Each round of PCR was performed using the indicated

primers (30 nM) and 2.5 ll of cDNA template (first or second PCR

product) under the following conditions: 45× [94°C for 30 s, 46°C/

50°C (first and second PCR product, respectively) for 30 s, 72°C for

55 s/40 s (first and second PCR product, respectively)]. PCR prod-

ucts were separated through a 2% e-GEL (Thermo Scientific) to con-

firm amplification. Samples with fragments of the correct size were

purified and sequenced by Sanger method (Genewiz). Heavy chain

products were sequenced using the IgM-specific reverse primer from

the second PCR reaction. Sequences were quality-checked, and Ig

gene assignments were carried out via IMGT/V-QUEST.

Immunohistochemistry and microscopy

For surface staining, frozen spleen sections (10 lm) were dried,

fixed in 4% PFA for 10 min, blocked with PBS 5% normal goat

serum (NGS), and then incubated with a combination of the follow-

ing anti-mouse antibodies in 1% BSA for 1 h: B220 Pacific Blue

(RA3-6 B2), TCRb AF488 (H57-597), CD23 APC (B3B4,), IgM AF488

(RMM-1), F4/80 APC (BM8), CD169 (Siglec-1) AF555 (MOMA-1),

(BioLegend). Sections were mounted with ProLong Gold antifade

reagent (Thermo Scientific). Images were acquired on a LSM 780

(Zeiss) inverted confocal microscope using a Plan-Apochromat 20×

objective.

Experimental data and statistical analysis

Statistical parameters including the exact value of n with the

description of what n represents, the mean, the SEM, and the P-

value are reported in the Figures and the Figure Legends. Statistical

analyses were performed using Prism (GraphPad Software) and

compared with Student’s t-test, P-values < 0.05 were considered

significant. In figures, asterisks stand for *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01.

Expanded View for this article is available online.
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